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Using a hue scaling techniqne, we have examined the appearance of colored spots produced by
shifts from white to isoluminant stimuli along various color vectors in order to examine color
appearance without the complications of the combined luminance and chromatic stimulation
involved in most previous hue scaling studies, which have used flashes of monochromatic light. We
also used spots lying along cone-isolating vectors in order to determine what hues would be
reported with a change in activation of only single cone types or of only single geniculate opponent-
cell types, an issue of direct relevance to any model of color vision. We find that:
1. Unique hues do not correspond either to the change in activation of single cone types or of
single geniculate opponent-cell types. This is well known to be the case for yellow and blue, but we
find it to be true for red and green as well.
2. These conclusions are not limited to the particular white (Illuminant C) nsed as an adapting
background in most of the experiments. Shifts along the same cone-contrast vectors relative to
different backgrounds lead to much the same hue percepts, independent of the starting white used.
3. The shifts of the perceptual colors from the geniculate axes are in the directions, and close to
the absolute amounts, predicted by our [De Valois & De Valois (1993). Vision Research, 33, 1053-
1065] multi-stage color model in which we postulate that the S-opponent cells are added to or
subtracted from the M- and L-opponent cells to form the four perceptual color systems.
4. There are distinct asymmetries with respect to the extent to which various hues within each
perceptual opponent system deviate from the geniculate opponent-cell axes. Blue is shifted more
from the S-LM axis than is yellow; green is shifted more from the L-M axis than is red. There are
also asymmetries in the angular extent of opponent color regions. Blue is seen over a larger range of
color vectors than is yellow, and red over a slightly larger range than green.
5. Such asymmetries are not accounted for by any model that treats red–green and yellow–blue
each as unitary, mirror-image opponent-color systems. Although red and green are perceptually
opponent, the red and green perceptual systems do not appear to be constructed in a mirror-image
fashion with respect to input from different cone types or from different geniculate opponent-cell
types. The same is true for yellow and blue. @ 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
In many studies observers have named the colors of
spectral lights, usually presented as incremental flashes
on a dark background (e.g. Boynton & Gordon, 1965;
Abramov et al., 1990). Such studies enable one to
examine the appearanceof variousmonochromaticlights
and provide data from which one can obtain discrimina-
tion functions that are as reliable as the classic
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discriminationresults (Jacobs & Gaylord, 1967; Graham
et al., 1976).
In the present study we examined color naming, or
more precisely, hue scaling, for isoluminant shifts from
white to chromatic stimuli rather than for increments of
monochromaticlight from a dark background as used by
previous investigators.There were three reasons for this
re-examination of hue scaling. One was that the use of
isoluminantstimuli eliminates the interpretativecompli-
cations results from combining color changes with
luminance changes, as in the earlier studies. A second
was that extending the hue scaling studies to the
extraspectral purple region enables us to determine the
relation between the red and green perceptual color
vectors. The third was to examine hue scaling in direct
relation to the amount of activationproduced by specific
geniculate opponent-cell types. In addition, we studied
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FIGURE 1. The location on the 1931CIE chromaticitydiagram of the 16 different isoluminantcolors used in the main study.
The intersectionpoint is IlluminantC,with the variouscolorsbeingpresentedas brief shifts from a uniformscreen of this white
to a 2 deg foveal spot on this unchangingwhite background.Labeledon the CIE diagramare those stimuli correspondingto the
various geniculate opponent-cellvectors. The 90–270deg axis is the S-cone-varying(tritan) axis; the &180 deg axis reflects
proportional,oppositechanges in L- and M-cone activations.
hue scaling for (non-isoluminant) stimuli that differed
from the backgroundonly by incrementsand decrements
in L- or M-cone activation. Several questions that are
central to color vision could thereby be directly
addressed.
Our interest in these questions was raised by some
implications from a color vision model we recently
proposed (De Valois & De Valois, 1993). In the model,
we considered not just what arbitrary cone inputs might
be combinedto producedifferentuniquehues,but rather,
we attempted to model the successiveprocessing stages
from cones to lateralgeniculate(LGN) neurons,and from
the LGN to perception.The essence of our model is that
the predominant input to all the color systems comes
from those LGN opponentcells that difference the L and
M cones. We postulate that the output of the S-cone
opponent system (S.) is then combined in different
directionswith the outputsof the M and L opponentcells
(MOand Lo) at a late processing stage. This would serve
to split and rotate the one dominant LGN opponentaxis
into separate axes corresponding to the RG and YB
perceptual color axes. The model predicts that the
different perceptual color systems correspondingto this
later stage should deviate both from the cone axes and
from the geniculate opponent cell axes in predictable
ways. We have therefore used hue scaling to test these
predictionsdirectly.
EXPERIMENT1
Methods
Stimuli. The stimuli were presented on an RGB Sony
color monitorcontrolledby a Sun 3/160 computerwith a
TAAC graphicsaccelerator.Subjectsviewed the monitor
binocularlythrough an aperture that subtended 22 deg at
the 58 cm viewing distance used. Each 2 deg stimulus
was briefly presented (500 msec) in the center of the
display as a color change from a uniform white field. In
the principalstudy, thebackgroundwas white (Illuminant
C: -X= O.31O,y = 0.316, 18 cd/m2), and the colored
stimulus spots were at the ends of various isoluminant
chromaticvectors startingfrom thiswhite. The L- and M-
cone specific (and thus non-isoluminant) stimuli were
also presented as shifts from the same background.
In the MacLeod–Boynton isoluminant cone color
space as formalized by Derrington et al. (MacLeod &
Boynton, 1979; Derrington et al., 1984), the angle ~
gives the chromatic direction, with 0-180 deg corre-
sponding to the LM-varying axis and 90–270deg to the
S-varying axis. Thus, for stimuli along the 0–180 deg
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TABLE 1
color
vector % Cone contrast CIE coordinates
o
28
53
73
90
110
130
155
180
208
233
253
270
290
310
335
+L
–L
+M
–M
L
8.6
7.6
5.15
2.5
0.0
–2.9
–5.5
–7.8
–8.6
–7.6
–5.15
–2.5
0.0
2.9
5.5
7.8
22.0
–22.0
0.0
0.0
M
–16.4
–14.5
–9.9
–4.8
0.0
5.6
10.5
14.8
16.4
14.5
9.9
4.8
0.0
–5.6
–10.5
–14.8
0.0
0.0
14.4
–14.4
s
0.0
39.2
66.7
79.8
83.5
78.5
64.0
35.3
0.0
–39.2
–66.7
–79.8
–83.5
–78.5
–64.0
–35.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3;19
0.3464
0.3151
0.2913
0.2724
0.2521
0.2349
0.2205
0.2197
0.2459
0.2992
0.3528
0.3926
0.4204
0.4257
0.4099
0.3776
0.2127
0.2651
0.3517
0.2;26
0.2458
0.2290
0.2251
0.2280
0.2392
0.2595
0.2998
0.3584
0.4402
0.5043
0.5238
0.5092
0.4627
0.4033
0.3355
0.3059
0.3309
0.3461
0.2884
axis, S-cone activation is constant. In one (Odeg)
direction total L-cone activation increases and total M-
cone activation decreases proportionately; in the other
(180 deg) direction M-cone activation increases and L-
Leoneactivation decreases proportionately. For stimuli
varying along the 90–270deg axis, L- and M-cone
activation is constant, with variation only in S-cone
activation. In one direction [90 deg in our implementa-
tion (Rabin et al., 1994)], S-cone activation increases,
and in the other (270 deg) direction it decreases (S cones
are presumed not to contribute to luminance, thus
luminance remains constant despite variation in S-cone
activity). The stimuli represented by O, 180, 90, and
270 deg shouldbe ones that selectivelyexcite each of the
four geniculate opponent cell types (De Valois et al.,
1966; Derrington et al., 1984).
In addition to stimuli at each end of these geniculate
axes, we presented colors at each end of three
intermediate axes between Oand 90 deg, and also at the
ends of three axes between 90 and 180 deg, for a total of
16 isoluminantcolors, see Fig. 1.The intermediatecolors
were chosen to be approximately equally spaced
perceptually around the circle. We also made some
measurements with an alternate set of 16 isoluminant
colors that lay along vectors in between those of the 16
standard colors. The CIE coordinates of the standard
stimuli are given in Table 1.
The anglesby which the intermediateaxesare denoted,
and the lengths of the chromaticvectors, depend on how
one (arbitrarily) weights the 0-180 deg axis vs the 90–
270 deg axis. Following the convention used by Der-
rington et al. (1984)we set the stimuli at the ends of each
of these orthogonal 0–180 deg and 90–270deg axes for
the maximum excursionpossiblewith our color monitor,
given equal cone activations in the two opposite
directions around the Illuminant C center point. These
axes were then treated as unit vectors in specifying the
intermediate angles and vector lengths, e.g. the 45 deg
vector was specified as a vector having equal (<2/2)
contributionsfrom the Oand 90 deg vectors.
In Fig. 2 we show how the cone contrastsfor the L, M,
and S cones vary as a function of the color vector. [The
cone contrast for a particular cone type is defined as its
change in activation by the chromatic stimulus divided
by its activation at the mean (Illuminant C), e.g.
CL = AL/~e,..] Note that the L and M cone contrasts
are maximum at O and 180 deg, and zero at 90 and
270 deg, while the S cone contrasts are just the reverse.
Since these are all isoluminantstimuli, the L and M cone
contrastsare alwaysoppositein sign and in a fixed 1.91/1
C~/C~ ratio, reflecting the relative 1.91 L/M cone
activations at Illuminant C. The S cone contrasts are
much higher than those for the L and M cones (note that
they are plotted in Fig. 2 at half-amplitude). Cone
activationswere calculated using the Smith and Pokorny
(1975)cone fundamentalsand the assumptionsregarding
cone populations described by Wyszecki and Stiles
(1982).
In addition to these isoluminant colors, we used four
non-isoluminant, cone-isolating colors, presented as
shifts from the same Illuminant C background. These
stimuli increased or decreased, respectively, the activa-
tion of only the L or of only the M cones. (The 90 and
270 deg isoluminant stimuli were of course also cone-
isolating,for the S cones.)We thus had six cone-isolating
stimuli, which respectively were increments or decre-
ments for each of the three cone types.
Procedure. In a procedure much like that used by
previous investigators (e.g. Boynton & Gordon, 1965;
Abramov et al., 1990), the observer scaled the color
presented in terms of one or more of four hue names: red,
yellow, green, and blue. The hue scaling was signaled to
the computer, which controlled the experiment and
tabulated the results, by the use of four correspondingly
color-codedresponsebuttons.The observer specifiedthe
color perceived by making five button presses, in any
combination and order. A pure green would thus be
signaled with five green responses (GGGGG); one seen
as mainly green but with a little yellow would be
GGGGY; a still more yellowish green would be
GGGYY; and then GGYYY and GYYYY to a pure
yellow, YYYYY. [In preliminary trials, we found that
observerspreferred, and differentiallyused, a scale finer
than the three-level scale, e.g. GGG, GGY, GYY, YYY,
etc., used by Boynton & Gordon (1965), but did not
require a 100-point scale as used by Abramov et al.
(1990).]Althoughwe did not restrict their responses, the
observers, not surprisingly, never used more than two
buttons to specify a given stimulus on a given trial, i.e.
they never called a color BGGGY, although they might
on one trial call it GGGGY and on another GGGGB. The
stimuli were presented in random order, each stimulus
being presented five times in the course of a run. The
computer totaled the number of times each of the four
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FIGURE2. The cone contrasts for each cone type for each of the 32 different stimuli (16 regular and 16alternate), presented as
isoluminantshifts from IlluminantC. The contrast for each cone type is its change in activationby the stimulus dividedby its
activationby the mean (IlluminantC). Note that the curve for the S cones is plotted at half-amplitude:the peak S-conecontrast,
at 90 and 270 deg, is actually 83.5%. The peak contrasts for the L and M cones, at O and 180deg, are 8.7 and 16.7%,
respectively.
buttons was pressed in response to each stimulus color.
Each observer participated in 5–10 sessions, with the
individualsessionsbeing dispersedover periods of days,
among trials on other experiments and trials using the
alternate colors. This minimized the extent to which the
observercould remember the individualstimuli and how
slhe had described them previously.
Data were collectedfrom two of the experimentersand
two naive observers. All have normal color vision as
measured by the Farnsworth–Munsell 100-hue test,
Ishihara plates, and settings on a Nagel anomaloscope.
The main features of these results have been confirmed
on several other observers who were tested less
extensively, and whose data we do not present here.
Results
Models of color vision based solely on the character-
istics of geniculate cells make quite precise predictions
aboutwhat colorsone shouldsee with the variousstimuli
we presented.A commonversion of such modelshas two
opponent-colorchannels, correspondingto the two main
types of geniculateopponentcells: a red–green opponent
channelthat differencesthe outputsof the L and M cones,
and a yellow–blueopponentchannel that differences the
S and the (L+ M) cone outputs. The L–M stimulus
(Odeg) should thus be seen as red, M-L (180 deg) as
green, S–LM (90 deg) as blue, and LM–S (270 deg) as
yellow, see Discussion.(In the figureswe abbreviate S–
LM as +S, and LM–S as –S.)
What we found was quite different.Figure 3 shows the
results from each of our four observers for their hue
scaling of the various isoluminant colors around the
circle. On the x-axis are the various color directions (or
color vectors) given by the angle ~. On the y-axis is the
percentage of all responses in which a given hue name
was used to describe the stimulus at each color vector.
The data are partially repeated (for @>360 deg) so that
one can see the red (R) function as a whole. The vertical
lines mark the locations of each of the geniculate
opponent-cell vectors, those that Krauskopf et al.
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FIGURE3. Hue scaling of isoluminantspots for each of the four observers. Plotted for each color vector is the percentage of
times that that stimuluswas called each of the four permissiblecolor names (R, Y, G, or B). Spline-fitcurvesjoin the points for
each color name. In order to showthe red functionas a whole rather than as two separate parts, the values from 0-90 deg have
been repeated at right (O~ 360 deg, etc.). The vertical lines show the locations of the geniculate opponent-cellvectors [the
cardinal axes of Krauskopfet al. (1982)]:90 deg = +S–LM;180deg = M–L,etc. It can be seen that the dominantdirections in
color space identifiedby the four color names do not coincidewith the geniculate axes for any of the observers.Note also that
blue is shifted more from the tritan axis than is yellow, and green is shifted more from the LM-varyingaxis than is red.
(1982)refer to as the cardinal axes. It can be seen that the
data for the different observers are generally quite
similar, the only considerable individual differences
being in the R function. For comparison with models,
the averaged data for these four observerswere used and
are presented in the Discussion,see Fig. 8.
There are two pointsof particular interest in thesedata.
First, the different color regions and unique hues are not
centered either on the 0–180 deg axis or on the 90–
270 deg axis, as predicted from simple geniculate-based
models,but are in each case shiftedaway from these axes
by various amounts. Secondly, there are distinct asym-
metries in the extent to which the opposite ends of what
are supposedly unitary opponent-color axes are shifted
away from the geniculate axes, and there are also
asymmetriesin the angularextents of the opponentcolor
regions.
RGIYB color diamond. To further examine how the
perceptual scaling is related to geniculateaxes, the same
data are presented in a differentway in Fig. 4. This is in
effect a quantitativeversionof the traditionalcolor circle,
although as we formulate it, it is a color diamond, not a
circle. This representation is similar to the uniform
appearance diagram of Abramov et al. (1990). The
vertical axis represents the percentage of times the
stimuluswas called red minus the percentage of times it
was called green (%R-% G); the horizontalaxis indicates
%Y–%B. Thus a color that was called red 100% of the
time would be plotted at Oon the YB axis and 100 on the
RG axis; a color called blue 100% of the time would be
–100 on the YB axis and Oon the RG axis;one called red
50% of the time and blue 50% of the time would be
plottedhalf way down the top left diagonal,at 50 RG and
–50 YB, etc. If the particular set of stimuliused included
the unique hues for that observer, and if the observer
never used both opponent color names for a given
stimulus (e.g. never specifieda particular color as being
yellow with a little red, and another time yellow with a
little green), the data for that observerwould all lie along
diagonal lines with the corners at the unique hue axes.
While this type of presentation loses some information
about the actual color-scale values given to individual
stimuli,it providesa convenientsummaryof the data and
also allowscomparisonwith the presentationin the same
format of our cone-specificstimuli data (see below).
In Fig. 4 the four geniculate opponent-cellvectors O,
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FIGURE4. RG/YBcolor diamond.The data shownin Fig. 3 were transformedinto %R-%G and %Y–%Band plotted as in the
traditionalcolor circle. For each stimulus, the percentageof time it was called G was subtractedfrom the percentage of time it
was called R to determinethey-axis coordinatefor that stimulus.Thepercentageof time it was called B was subtractedfrom the
percentageit was called Y to determinethex-axis coordinate.White, in sucha diagram,shouldbe at the center (O%red or green,
O%yellow or blue), although we did not make saturation measurements. Also shown on this diagram are the geniculate
oPPonent-cellvectors. It can be seen in this color-appearancediagramthat the hue vectors do not coincidewith the geniculate
opponent-cellvectors, and that there are asymmetriesbetween the amountsof deviation in opposite chromatic directions.
90, 180 and 270 deg are also shown. Both of the points
made with respect to the data in Fig. 3 can alsobe seen in
this representation.The perceptual color vectors (B, G,
Y, R) do not coincide with the geniculate opponent-cell
vectors, but deviate from them to various degrees.
Secondly, the opposite ends of what have been
considered unitary color axes deviate by different
amounts, respectively, from the geniculate axes (O–
180 deg, and 90–270deg).
Rotation of color axes. The fact that the geniculate
cells that difference the S cones from some combination
of the longer-wavecone types have a chromaticresponse
axis differentfrom the blue–yellowperceptualcolor axis
was noted by Krauskopf et al. (1982); Derrington et al.
(1984); Drum (1989), Abramov and Gordon (1994) and
others. The data shown in Fig. 3 are in accordancewith
that: the blue and yellow peaks do not occur at +S–LM
and –S + LM (90 and 270 deg, respectively), but are
shifted away from that axis. Our data show that the same
is also true for the red–green perceptual directions, as
discussedby Abramov and Gordon (1994), but contrary
to the conclusionof Krauskopfet al. (1982).The red and
especially the green perceptual peaks deviate from the
corresponding geniculate axes (O and 180 deg, respec-
tively).
Asymmetries. An important findingof this experiment
is that of significantasymmetriesbetween the two halves
of what have long been treated as unitary, mirror-image
opponent-colorsystems.It is explicit in geniculate-based
models,aswell as in such alternativesas the recent theory
of Guth (1991), that there are three chromatic systems:a
red–green system, a yellow–blue system, and a black–
white system.Each of these is treated as a single (mirror-
image) system, e.g. L–M and M–L for the red–green
system in geniculate-based models or, in Guth’s 1991
model [0.388(0.8845L – 0.7258M) + (–O.077L +
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0.013M + 0.091S)] for red vs the oppositefor green. We
find, however, that for all of our subjects, the shift of the
perceptualred vector from the L–M, M–L geniculateaxis
is less than that of the green. It can be seen in Fig. 3, for
instance, that the L–M stimulus (O and 360 deg) was
called red most of the time by all observers,but the M–L
stimulus(180 deg) was seen as blue almost as frequently
as green. Similarly, our observers find blue to be shifted
from the S–LM vector to a greater degree than yellow is
from the LM–S vector.
The uniquehues are traditionallydefinedby exclusion:
e.g. unique yellow is that yellow which is seen as
containing neither any green nor any red (Hurvich &
Jameson, 1955).The directionsin color space from white
that producethe uniquehues, then, are thoseat which, for
a given observer, the G–R and the Y–B functions, as
computedin Fig. 4, crosszero. That is, uniqueyellowand
blue lie on those chromatic vectors at which the R–G
function is zero (thus these colors are seen as having no
red or green); and the unique green and red vectors are
correspondingly at those points at which the Y–B
function crosses zero. It can be seen in Fig. 4 that with
the exceptionof red (for at least two of the observers),the
unique hue points do not correspond to the LGN axes.
Cone-isolatingstimuli. In additionto having observers
scale the various isoluminant stimuli, we examined hue
scaling of (non-isoluminant)stimuli that activated just
the L or just the M cones, relative to the white
background.The data for cone-isolatingstimuli are most
clearly presented in the RG–YB color diamond.The data
for the individualobservers are shown in Fig. 5(A), and
the results averaged across observers in Fig. 5(B). The
results from the S-cone isolatingstimuli (90 and 270 deg
in MacLeod–Boyntonspace) are also shown in Fig. 5(A
and B).
It can be seen that, in general, S-cone incrementswere
described as reddish blue (purple), and S-cone decre-
ments as greenish-yellow (chartreuse), as noted earlier.
L-cone increments were called yellowish-red (orange)
and L-cone decrements, blue-green (cyan). M-cone
changes came closest to correspondingto single unique
hue categories:M-coneincrementswere named a slightly
bluish-green, and M-cone decrements a slightly bluish-
red.
Note that these data from the single-cone-activating
stimuli clearly show the same asymmetry seen in the
isoluminant data. Shifts towards long wavelengths (+L
and –M) are seen as closer to red than shifts in the
oppositedirection (+M and –L) are to green. This agrees
with the results from isoluminant stimuli that show
perceptual red to be close to the L-M vector, but green
about halfway between the +S and the M–L vectors.
EXPERIMENT2: HUE SCALINGFROMA DIFFERENT
“WHITE”POINT
The data in Experiment 1 were collectedusing stimuli
presented as shifts from a background of Illuminant C.
The question arises whether these results, which show
large discrepancies from what geniculate-basedmodels
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would predict and also asymmetrieswithin the opponent-
color systems,were just due to the particularwhite point
used. We therefore collected additionalhue scaling data
with isoluminant stimuli on a different “white” back-
ground.These data also bear on the questionof the extent
to which something like von Kries adaptation is
operative.
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have different dominantwavelengths,differingby as much as 13deg.
Methods
We examined the hue scalingof isoluminantand cone-
specific stimuli from two different white points: Illumi-
nant C, as before, and Illuminant B (CIE coordinates:
x = 0.3485, y = 0.3517). In Experiment 1 we had used
the maximum balanced excursions in cone activation
around Illuminant C for the 0–180 and 90–270deg axes
that were possiblewith our monitor. It is not possible to
producebalanced excursionsof this size from each of two
different center points. Therefore, to produce identical
cone contrastsfor the IlluminantC and IlluminantB tests
in Experiment 2, we reduced the excursions from white
slightly (and thus the saturation of the stimuli), and
collected data from two new naive observers for
excursionsfrom IlluminantC as well as from Illuminant
B with these new stimulus sets. The CIE coordinatesof
the stimuli are shownin Fig. 6. Note that shifts in each of
the isoluminantcolor directionsfrom these two different
center points resulted in chromatic stimuliwhich had the
same cone contrasts,but which differed from each other
in their spectral loci, and in their dominantwavelengths.
We used a newer and slightlybrighterversionof the Sony
monitor used in Experiment 1, at a mean luminance of
28 cd/m2.
Results
Figure 7 presents the results for isoluminant shifts
along the various chromatic vectors from Illuminant B
(dashed lines and open symbols) compared with those
from Illuminant C (solid lines and filled symbols), for
each of the two observers. The results are essentially
identical for these two different conditions. Thus the
main conclusionsfrom Experiment 1 were supportedby
the data from these two additional observers, and this
experiment shows that our earlier conclusions are not
limited to isoluminant stimuli along various vectors
around Illuminant C. The different hue regions again
failed to coincidewith the geniculate opponent-cellaxes
but rather fell in between them, as in Experiment 1 and as
predicted by our color model.
Note that for a given colorvector (~), the stimuli in the
IlluminantC vs B tests had quite differentchromaticities,
as shown in Fig. 6, but the cone contrasts for the two
comparablestimuliin each case were the same. Note also
that the stimuli on the Illuminant B background are not
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FIGURE7. Comparisonof hue scaliing of isoluminantstimuli of the same cone contrastvectors, but flom a backgroundwhite
of IlluminantC (solid lines and symbols)in one case and from IlluminantB (dashedlines and open symbols)in the other. The
data are quite similar to each other (and to those presentedin Fig. 3 for larger excursionsaroundIlluminantC). Thus our results
showinga deviationof color regionsfrom the geniculateaxes do not dependon the particular white usedin Experiment1.They
also show that the critical variable determiningthe color seen under these circumstances is the cone contrast, not the absolute
chromaticityor the dominantwavelength.
simply rigid translations in CIE space of the ones
centered on Illuminant C.
A question could be raised as to whether these results
might be accounted for on the basis of the dominant
wavelength of the stimuli. However, the color vectors
around Illuminant C and B corresponding to the same
dominantwavelength differ by as much as 13 deg (e.g. a
color vector of 155 deg with respect to IlluminantB has
the same dominantwavelength as 168 deg with respectto
IlluminantC), and they deviate systematicallyfrom each
other. Consequently,there should be systematicshifts of
up to 10 deg or more between the two sets of hue scaling
curves, shiftsthat we did not find,as can be seen in Fig. 7.
The fact that the observers reported the two different
stimuli along each particular color vector to be the same
hue indicates that cone contrast relative to the white
background, not absolute chromaticity or dominant
wavelength, is the crucial variable under these circum-
stances. This is what would be expected if virtually
complete von Kries (receptor-specific) adaptation oc-
curred with the shift from Illuminant C to Illuminant B.
The results might well be different with more extreme
chromatic adaptation, outside the range of lights seen
with adaptation as white, such as the red and green
backgroundsstudied by Stromeyer et al. (1985).
DISCUSSION
There have been severalpreviousinvestigationsof hue
scaling using monochromatic lights (e.g. Boynton &
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Gordon, 1965; Abramov et al., 1990). These are super-
ficially similar to our study, but there are certain
important differences. One was that we did not use
monochromatic increments of different wavelength, but
rather isoluminant color changes from white. This
simplifiesthe interpretationof the results,by havingjust
color changes as opposed to combined color and
luminance changes. Another important difference be-
tween this study and earlier hue scalingstudiesis that we
examined hue scaling in many directionsfrom the white
points, including the roughly one-quarter of the color
vectors that are in extraspectral directions. This is of
particular importancein looking at the relationsbetween
opponent colors since, for most observers, perceptually
unique red is extraspectral.By examininghue scaling in
all color directions from white we could examine the
whole perceptualred function to see how it relates to the
green function.
It is also of obvious importance for understandingthe
physiological underpinning of color perception to
determine as precisely as possiblehow color appearance
is related to the activityof the receptorsand of neuronsat
differentlevels in the visual system.This is difficultto do
when the physiologicaland perceptualexperimentsto be
compared are conducted under quite different experi-
mental conditions.One aim of these experimentswas to
examine hue scaling of stimuli under very similar
conditions to those used in the geniculate recording
experiments of Derrington et al. (1984), and under
conditionsidenticalto thosein our ongoingrepetitionand
extension of those LGN recording studies.
If there were no color processing past the geniculate,
and if the red–green perceptual system were based on
cells that difference the outputof the L and M cones, the
red and green perceptual maxima should be at O and
180 deg, respectively,and the crosspointsof the LM cells
at 90 and 270 deg, should coincidewith unique blue and
unique yellow. Correspondingly, if the yellow–blue
system were just based on differencing the outputs of
the S cones from the L+M cones, the yellow and blue
perceptual maxima should be at 270 and 90 deg, and
unique red and uniquegreen shouldbe at the crosspoints
of these cells, at O and 180 deg, respectively. The
discrepancies between these predictions and the data
shownin Figs3 and 7 are quiteobvious.The actualcolors
seen with various isoluminantstimuli do not agree with
the geniculate cell axes. The point that the yellow–blue
perceptual axis is rotated with respect to the S–LM
geniculateaxis was made by Krauskopfet al. (1982)and
others and is widely accepted. Our data directly confirm
this. But our data also show that a rotation of similar
magnitudeoccurswith respect to the red–greenfunction,
contrary to the statement of Krauskopf et al. (1982).
There has long been considerableevidencefor an S-cone
contribution to the red mechanism (e.g. Hurvich &
Jameson, 1955;Ingling, 1977;Wooten & Werner, 1979),
accounting for the reddish appearance of short wave-
length lights.This is consistentwith the small shift in the
red peak to color vectors above Odeg that we see in our
data. However,our data show that the principaldeviation
of red–greenfrom the LM axis is at the green end of the
red–green function. It is in fact this larger rotation of the
green end which producesthe large red–greenasymmetry
we discussbelow.
There is a long and unfortunate history, decreasingly
followed recently by visual psychophysicists but still
very common among visual anatomists and physiolo-
gists, of referring to “blue cones”, “green cones”, and
“red cones”. Calling cones by color names effectively
perpetuates the idea that color, as opposed to, say, form
and motion, is totally determined at the receptor level,
and does not involve any significant later neural
processing.The resultswe present here, as well as many
other lines of evidence, show that that is not the case:
clearly, in addition to cone-opponent processing in the
retina, at least one later cortical stage is required to
account for even the most basic color organization.
As discussed further below, the model we (De Valois
& De Valois, 1993)recently suggestedcomes somewhat
closer to predicting correctly the colors seen along
various chromatic vectors than does a geniculate-based
model. In our model, we dissociate the perceptual color
axes from the geniculate axes, postulating a third
processing stage at which the geniculate information is
combined in various ways that lead to the perceptual
color space. Specifically,we postulate that the outputsof
the (relatively few, scattered) S–LM opponent cells
(which we term SO cells, for short) are added to or
subtracted from the outputs of the more common
geniculate cells that difference the two longer-wave-
length cone types (the +LO,–LO, +MOand –MO cells,
respectively) to form the four perceptual hue systems.
This modulationof the various LM opponentcells by the
SOcellswould produce the observedeffect of rotating the
perceptual color axes with respect to the geniculate cell
axes. Thus, for instance, the subtractionof the outputsof
+S–LM cells from that of +M–L cells to form the green
mechanism shifts the green peak from the M–L axis of
180 deg to about 215 deg. Our model thus predicts that
none of the perceptualhue peakswould coincidewith the
geniculate axes, but rather would lie in between the
geniculate axes, as they in general do.
A secondmajorconclusionfrom thisexperimentis that
there are considerable asymmetries between the two
halves of what modern color models treat as single,
unitary opponent-colorsystems. That is, we find that the
particularcone and geniculatecell combinationsthat lead
to the percept of red are not the opposite of those that
producegreen. It is interestingthatAbramov et al. (1991)
have also found an asymmetryof a differentsort between
the supposed mirror-image color systems. They deter-
mined how large peripheralstimulihad to be to appear as
saturated as small foveal stimuli, and found that green
spots in the periphery needed to be much larger than red
ones, and yellow bigger than blue, to match foveal spots
of a fixed diameter. Burns et al. (1984), in a study of the
Abney effect, also report a red–green asymmetry.
In our model (De Valois & De Valois, 1993), we
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FIGURE8. (A) The hue-scalingresults expected if perceptualcolor space correspondedto the outputs of the geniculate cells.
(B) The isoluminanthue-scalingdata from Experiment1, averagedacross our four observers.In (C) (solid lines) are shownthe
predictionsbased on cone contrast with a weightingof cone inputs into the various color systems that correspondsto the third
stage of the De Valois and De Valois (1993)model.The dashedlines and opensymbolsfor the Y andR functionsin (C) reflect
our modifiedmodel, with SOweighings of 3.5 for Y and 1 for R, instead of weights of 2 for SOinputs to all systems as in the
original model. One can see that the geniculate axes (A) do not predict accurately the location of different color regions (B)
found in the data. The regions correspondingto the different hues are all shifted away from the geniculate axes. On the other
hand, the De Valois and De Valois model (C), particularlywith the modifiedweights for Y and R (dashed lines), comes quite
close to predicting the actual hue-scalingdata: it predicts reasonablywell the regionsseen as bhre, green, vellow, and red, and
also the cross-pointsfrom one color to another (the classic uniquehue points). It does not, however,predi~tto lesser widths of
the yellow and green regions.
postulated separate systems for red and green, and However, in that initial version of the model we
separate systems for yellow and blue, treating each of postulatedmirror-imageinputs to the two halves of each
the four unique hue systems individually rather than as opponentpair, which is not in accordance with the data
opposite ends of only two chromatic mechanisms. from this experiment.It seems apparentthatwhile the red
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and green subsystems are tied together in a perceptual
color-opponentorganization, the particular combination
of geniculate inputs that are put together to form red is
not identicalto that combinationthat producesgreen.The
same is true for the yellow and blue subsystems.
Modeling
To look at some of these issues further, we have
examined more quantitatively the predictions for hue
scaling made by models of cone inputs to geniculatecell
responses to perceptual color systems. An immediate
issue in any such analysis is what cone-input metric to
use. There are three obvious possibilities:absolutecone
activation;change in cone activationfrom the white point
(whichwe shall call Aactivation);and cone contrast(or A
activationdividedby the mean).Absolutecone activation
is akin to the classicalmodelingof hue namingfunctions
describingthe appearanceof incrementalmonochromatic
lightspresentedon a dark background.Cone contrastand
A activation are both metrics that depend upon the
background illuminant,which is importantwhen model-
ing responses to excursions from nonzero backgrounds.
In our modelingusing absoluteacd Acone-activation,the
individualL-, M-, and S-cone activationswere scaled as
in our previoustreatment(De Valois&De Valois, 1993).
However,cone contrast,a ratio metric is invariantto such
assumptionsabout relative scaling.
In comparing models to our data, three aspects are
particularly salient: do the models generally predict the
hues named along the different directions?Do the peaks
of the hue scaling functions correspond to the maximal
responses of the relevant mechanisms? And do the
predictions match the data for the different white
backgrounds (Illuminants B and C)? As might be
expected, results using absolute cone activation fail in
several respects. The resultant responsecurves (from the
rectified third stage of the De Valois and De Valois
model) are biased towards yellow, predicting that only a
very limited region would be seen as blue, and give large
shifts with a change from Illuminant C to B. The
predictionsusing A activation and cone contrast as input
metrics are somewhat similar to each other, but the
smaller shift with different white backgroundspredicted
using a cone contrast metric better matches the experi-
mental observations. For these reasons, we have taken
cone contrastas the relevant inputmetric in the following
analysis.
For each of the 16 isoluminantcolorvectorsused in the
main experiment, we plotted the outputs of the RG and
YB systemsas predictedby an assumedidentitybetween
geniculate responses and perceived hues, and by the
rectified third stage of the De Valois and De Valois
(1993)model. In Fig. 8 we showthe predictionsfrom the
two models along with the average hue scaling results
from our four observers.It is clear that neither model fits
the data perfectly,but the experimentalresults [Fig.8(B)]
are much closer to the De Valois and De Valois three-
stage model [Fig. 8(C)] than they are to the geniculate
model [Fig. 8(A)]. The different hue regions do not
coincidewith the geniculateaxes, but instead lie between
these axes (as predicted by the three-stagemodel, and by
an amount close to that predicted by the three-stage
model).
Since the stimuli presented as shifts from the
Illuminant C and B backgrounds (Experiment 2) were
selected to have virtually identical cone contrasts, the
three-stage model using inputs based on cone contrasts
would also predict virtually identical hue scaling curves
for the two backgrounds, as we observed (Fig. 7).
While there is fairly good agreementbetween the data
and the predictionsfrom the three-stagemodel as shown
in Fig. 8(B and C), there are certain discrepancies.First,
the locationsof the perceptual color axes with respect to
the geniculate axes are not precisely those predicted by
the model. Secondly,the model predicts symmetricalRG
and YB functions while the data clearly show certain
asymmetries between the separate red and green func-
tions, and between the yellow and blue functions.
Our color model suggeststhat there is effectively only
a single geniculate color axis, 0–180 deg, that of the
predominant parvocellular-layerneurons that difference
the L and M cones. We then postulate that at some
cortical level the relatively few SO cells, doubled in
weight are added to or subtracted from the LM cells to
split and rotate this dominantgeniculate axis in opposite
directions, forming the four perceptual color channels.
This interaction would produce red and green functions
that are shifted clockwise (to larger angles) from the O
and 180 deg vectors, respectively, and yellow and blue
functions that are shifted counterclockwise (to smaller
angles), respectively, from these same O and 180 deg
vectors. The model predicts the rotations for green and
blue quite well, but it predicts greater rotations than are
observed for red, and smaller ones than are found for
yellow. The initial model treated the opponent-color
systems, red–green and yellow–blue, as mirror-images,
in terms of their geniculate inputs. However, the hue-
scaling data are better fit if the S,, cells are given less
weight when added to the red subsystem than to the
green, and greater weight when added to the yellow than
to the blue subsystem. In Fig. 8(C) we show in dotted
lines the model revised to weight the SOcells by 1.0 for
the red systemand 3.5 for the yellow (rather than by 2 for
both, as in the original model). The isoluminantregions
seen as red, yellow, green, and blue, respectively, are
more accurately captured by this modified (asymmetric)
model.
The hue-scaling data show a second asymmetry
between red and green, and between yellow and blue,
that is not accountedfor by our or any other color model
of which we are aware. Specifically,red is seen over a
greater range of color angles than is green, and blue over
a greater range than yellow. To quantify this asymmetry,
we fit a spline to each of the color regions using the
averaged data, and computed the areas under the curves
(as well as the centers of gravity). The areas, relative to
the red, were R = 1;Y = 0.71, G = 0.75 and B = 1.03.We
have not attempted to account for this asymmetry in our
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model. Note that this is in the same direction as the
asymmetryfound by Abramov et al. (1991)in examining
the color appearance of small stimuli in the periphery.
They found that small peripheral blue and red stimuli
appeared similar to foveal ones, but that small green and
yellowstimuliwere desaturatedand had to be mademuch
larger to appear as saturated as foveal spots. A similar
loss in sensitivity to green as opposed to red in the
periphery was also reported by Stromeyer et al. (1992).
Thus there appear to be different amounts of spatial
summation within the different halves of the supposed
mirror-image opponent color systems, with more sum-
mation for maximal saturation being required for green
than red, and more for yellow than blue. Perhaps the
2 deg foveal stimuli we used were not large enough to
equalize these systems.
Many psychophysical studies and physiological in-
vestigationsof LGN cells (e.g. Derrington et al., 1984),
have used bidirectionalgratings, e.g. gratingsmodulated
in both the Oand 180 deg directionsaround a mean white
level. The use of such stimuli carries the implicit
assumption that the two halves of the patterns are
stimulating mirror-image systems. Given our evidence
that such an assumption of symmetry does not hold for
hue perception (at least), as well as other evidence for
red–green as well as yellow–blue asymmetries (e.g.
Abramov et al., 1991;Stromeyeret al., 1992;De Valois
et al., 1994),we suggest that it might be useful in future
studiesto examineresponsesto unidirectionalgratingsor
unidirectionalGabor patches as well as to bidirectional
patterns.
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